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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a non-volatile semiconductor memory according to the preamble of claim 1,
which is known from JP-A-62 54 962.
[0002] A ROM, the storage contents of memory cells of which can be electrically erased and changed, is known as
an EEPROM (electrically erasable programmable ROM). When compared with an EPROM, EEPROM can be used
more easily since data are erased with electric signals while being mounted on a circuit board, so that demand for use
with various control circuits, memory cards or the line are rapidly increasing. A large scale EEPROM in particular which
is used when changing date in a floppy disk has been recently desired.
[0003] Figs. 1A to 1C show the structure of the memory array of a conventional NAND type EEPROM suitable for
large scale integration. Fig. 1A is a plane view of the pattern. Fig. 1B is a cross section along line A-A' of Fig. 1A, and
Fig. 1C is a cross section along line B-B' of Fig. 1A. Referring to Fig. 1A, a portion enclosed by a broken line and indi-
cated at 10 represents one NAND basic block. As understood from Fig. 1B, this NAND basic block 10 is partitioned from
other NAND basic blocks disposed in the right/left direction as viewed in Fig. 1B by field oxide films 12, 12, ... The ver-
tical cross section of the NAND basic block 10 is as shown in Fig. 1C. Specifically, referring to Fig. 1C in particular, ref-
erence numeral 11 represents a p-type silicon semiconductor substrate, 13 a common source region made of an n+

diffusion layer and shared by respective basic blocks 10, 14 a drain region of the NAND basic block 10 which region is
also made of an n+ diffusion layer, 15, 15, ... source/drain regions of memory cells within the NAND basic block 10
which regions are made of n+ diffusion layers, 16, 16, ... floating gates made of a first polysilicon, 17, 17, ... control gates
made of a second polysilicon layer, 18 a first select gate constructed by electrically connecting together the first and
second polysilicon layers, 19 a second select gate constructed by electrically connecting together the first and second
polysilicon layers, 20 a data line, 21 a contact connecting the drain region 14 and the data line 20, 22 a gate oxide film
formed between the floating gate 16 and the substrate 11 and having a thickness of, e.g., about 100 Å (10nm), 23 a
gate insulating film formed between the floating gate 16 and the control gate 17 for which the film has a thickness of
about 300 Å (30nm) and a three-layered structure of, e.g., ONO (oxide-nitride-oxide), 24 an insulating oxide film, and
25 and 26 gate oxide films formed between the substrate 11 and the first and second select gates 18 and 19, respec-
tively, and having a thickness of, e.g., about 400 Å (40nm). This gate oxide film 25 may be of the ONO three-layered
structure which is formed at the time of forming the gate oxide film 23. In this case, the select gate transistors 18 and
19 are made of only the second polysilicon layer without using the first polysilicon layer. As seen from Fig. 1C in partic-
ular, each NAND basic block 10 is formed with ten transistors (memory cells and select gate transistors) 31 to 40 which
will be described later in detail. The transistors 31 to 40 are turned on and off by means of gates 17 to 19 of respective
channels. The on/off of the transistors 32 to 39, however, is controlled in dependence upon whether each floating gate
16 has electrons or holes.
[0004] Each floating gate 16 stores "1" or "0" in dependence on whether it has electrons or holes.
[0005] The number of control gates 17, 17, ... provided for each NAND basic block 10 is, for example, eight. Each
control gate is formed continuously to cover a plurality of floating gates 16, 16, ... positioned under the control gate.
Namely, as seen from Figs. 1A and 1B in particular, the width (width in the up/down direction as viewed in Fig. 1A) of
each floating gate 16, 16, ... is the same as that of each control gate 17, 17, ..., and the length (length in the right/left
direction as viewed in Fig. 1A) of each floating gate 16, 16, ... is formed shorter than the width of each NAND basic
block. The memory cell array is constructed by disposing the NAND basic blocks 10 in matrix in the up/down right/left
directions as viewed in Fig. 1A.
[0006] The equivalent circuit of the NAND basic block 10 is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, two NAND basic blocks 10
and 10 disposed right and left are shown. As seen from Fig. 2, the equivalent circuit of each NAND basic block 10 is
constructed such that between the source 13 and the data line 20 (DL1, DL2), the select gate transistor 31, eight mem-
ory cells 32 to 39, and select gate transistor 40 are serially connected. The transistors 31 and 40 are inputted with select
gate signals SG1 and SG2, respectively, and word lines WL1 to WL8 are connected to the control gates 17 of the mem-
ory cells 32 to 39.
[0007] The data erase/write operation of eight memory cells 32 to 39 each made of a floating gate transistor will be
described hereinbelow.
[0008] As understood from Fig. 3A, data are erased by applying a high voltage, e.g., 15 V to the control gate 17 and
connecting the source 15 and drain 15 to a 0 V ground potential. By applying a high voltage to the control gate 17, the
control gate 17 and the floating gate 16 are electrostatically coupled so that the potential of the floating gate 16 rises
and electrons are injected from the source 15 or drain 15 into the floating gate 16 via the gate oxide film 22. This is
called an erase state, and the stored data at this state is defined as a "1" level. The threshold voltage of the memory
cell at this state becomes about 2 to 3 V as shown in the characteristic curves of Fig. 4.
[0009] As understood from Fig. 3B, data are written by setting the control gate 17 at 0 V, making the source 15 in
an open state, and applying a high voltage to the drain 15. In this case, electrons are emitted to the drain 15 from the
floating gate 16, and the threshold voltage of the memory cell becomes about -5 V as shown in the characteristic curves
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of Fig. 4. the stored data at this state are defined as a "0" level.

[0010] The operation of the NAND basic block 10 shown in Figs. 2 and 1A will be described with reference to Table
1.

[0011] Data are erased by setting the data line DL1, DL2 to 0 V, SG1 to 5 V, SG2 to 15 V, and word lines WL1 to
WL8 to 15 V. In this state, all the drains and sources of the memory cells 32 to 39 become 0 V so that all the data in the
memory cells 32 to 29 are erased collectively.
[0012] Data are written sequentially and selectively starting from the memory cell 32 (cell 1) nearest to the select
gate transistor 31. First, in order to write data in the cell 32, SG1 is set to 0 V, data line DL1 to 20 V, DL2 to 10 V, and
SG2 to 20 V. Next, word line WL1 is set to 0 V, and all the other word lines WL2 to WL8 to 20 V so that the memory cell
32 is selected and data are written therein. The threshold voltage of the memory cell whose data have been erased is
about 3 V, whereas that of the memory cells 33 to 39 (cell 2 to cell 8) with a high voltage being applied in a write state
is about 5 V while taking the substrate effect into consideration. As a result, the drain of the memory cell is applied with

, so that
electrons are emitted from the floating gate to the drain via the gate oxide film (indicated at 22 in Fig. 1B) having a thick-
ness of 100 Å (10nm), in other words, data are written in the memory cell 32.
[0013] In writing data in the next memory cell 33, word lines WL1 and WL2 are set to 0 V, and all the other word
lines WL3 to WL8 are set to 20 V. In a similar manner, data writing is sequentially performed up to the memory cell 39
with voltages being set as shown in Table 1.
[0014] If data are not written in a selected memory cell, i.e., if the "1" level data are remained unchanged, data line
DL1 is applied with 0 V or 10 V instead of 20 V. In this case, a voltage is not applied between the floating gate and the
drain, or an applied voltage is small, so that data are not written.
[0015] As described above, data writing is sequentially performed for eight memory cells starting from the memory
cell 32 on the source side. The reason for this is that if data are written into a cell without using this data writing order,
a high voltage (20 V) is applied to the word lines of the other cells already written, and 0 V is applied to the drain, to
thereby produce an erase state and erase the date in the other cells. By using the above-described data writing order,
it is possible to prevent the written data from being erased.
[0016] Furthermore, while a data erase/write operation is carried out for the block 10 on the data line DL1 side, the
other data line DL2 is applied with about 10 V which is an intermediate voltage between the write and erase operations.
This is carried out for preventing erroneous data erase/write relative to the memory cells connected on the data line
DL2.

TABLE 1

ERASE ORDER OF WRITING DATA READ
(EXAM-

PLE)

CELL 1
(32)

CELL 2
(33)

CELL 3
(34)

CELL 4
(35)

CELL 5
(36)

CELL 6
(37)

CELL 7
(38)

CELL 8
(39)

SG2 15V 20V 20V 20V 20V 20V 20V 20V 20V 5V

WL8 15 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 5

WL7 15 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 0 5

WL6 15 20 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 5

WL5 15 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 5

WL4 15 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 5

WL3 15 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

WL2 15 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

WL1 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SG1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

DL1 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 1

DL2 0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0

(gate voltage of the memory cell 33) - (threshold voltage of the erased memory cell) = (20 V - 5 V) = 15 V
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[0017] Furthermore, while one NAND basic block is selected and data are written, in the other NAND basic blocks
connected to the block vertically (in the up/down direction as viewed in Fig. 1A), SG2 is set to 0 V and the word lines
WL1 to WL8 are set to 0 V so as to prevent erroneous data erase/write.

[0018] The data read operation from the NAND basic block is carried out in the following manner. For example, in
Fig. 2, consider the case wherein data are read by selecting the memory cell 32 in the NAND basic block connected to
the data lines DL1. In this case, as shown in Table 1, DL1 is set to 1 V, SG1 and SG2 to 5 V, the selected word line WL1
to 0 V, and the other word lines WL2 to WL8 to 5 V. The non-selected data line DL2 becomes a floating state, and takes
approximately 0 V. If the stored data in the selected memory cell 32 are of the "1" level (threshold voltage of +3 V), the
control gate voltage is 0 V so that it takes an off-state. As a result, in the selected NAND basic block 10, current will not
flow between the data line DL1 and the ground potential so that the "1" level data are sensed with a sense amplifier (not
shown) connected to the data line DL1. On the other hand, if the stored data in the selected memory cell 32 is of "0"
level (threshold voltage of -5 V), the memory cell 32 takes an on-state even if the control gate voltage is 0 V. In this case,
the control gate voltages of the other memory cells 33 to 39 are 5 V and these memory cells 33 to 39 take an on-state
irrespective of the stored data. Therefore, in this basic block, current flows between the data line DL1 and the ground
potential so that the "0" level data are sensed with the sense amplifier.
[0019] In a conventional memory having NAND basic blocks described above, memory cells can be disposed at the
pitch of the word lines (control gates 17), and only a single contact 21 is used for a plurality (e.g., eight) of memory cells,
allowing a larger number of memory cells per unit area and providing a structure suitable for miniaturizing a large
capacity memory. Such a conventional memory, however, has the following problems.
[0020] A first problem is as follows. Since a NAND basic block has a NAND type cell structure with a plurality of
memory cells connected in series, it is necessary for reading data from a selected memory cell to turn on other non-
selected and erased memory cells. It becomes necessary to therefore turn them on by using a 5 V gate voltage and to
maintain the threshold voltage smaller than or equal to about 3 V (at least smaller than or equal to 5 V). Similarly, it is
also necessary to maintain the threshold voltage of the selected and erased memory cell larger than or equal to about
1 V (at least larger than or equal to 0 V). It is difficult however, to uniformly erase all memory cells of a large capacity
memory of large scale such as 1 M bits or 4 M bits as variation will necessarily occur. If such variation causes the
threshold voltage of even one erased memory cell to move out of the range from 0 V to 3 V, then the memory becomes
a defective one. It is very difficult to design and manufacture a memory capable of uniformly and reliably erase the data
of all memory cells.
[0021] Apart from the above, in order to speed up the data read speed, it is necessary to make a larger current flow
in a NAND basic block which includes a memory cell storing "0" level data. Also in this case, if the threshold voltage of
a non-selected memory cell whose gate is applied with 5 V, is 3 V, it is not possible to make an on-current sufficiently
large. For instance, in a NAND basic block designed on the basis of a 1 µm rule, a cell current only in the order of sev-
eral µA flows during data reading, which is not suitable from the standpoint of increased speed.
[0022] A second problem of such a conventional memory is the necessity of high voltage withstanding. During data
writing into the memory cell 32 for example, the threshold voltage of the memory cells 33 to 39 is about 5 V so that a
high voltage of 20 V becomes necessary to efficiently write data in the memory cell 32. For this reason, a sufficiently
high voltage withstand is required for peripheral circuits, while posing another problem of lowering the reliability due to
voltage stress applied to memory cells.
[0023] The JP-A-62 54962 discloses a transistor comprising one conductive type semiconductor substrate, a
source region and a drain region having a conductive type reversed to said semiconductor substrate provided on said
semiconductor substrate, a gate insulting film provided on a channel region between said source region and said drain
region, a floating gate electrode which extends over and between said source region and said drain region and which
is provided so as to cover a part of said gate insulating film, and a control gate electrode provided on said floating gate
electrode and said channel region not covered with said floating gate electrode through an insulating film, wherein said
floating gate electrode is provide so that a threshold voltage of said channel region not covered with said floating gate
electrode and having no memory function is higher than a threshold voltage after writing a low level of said channel
region covered with said floating gate electrode and having a memory function but lower than a threshold voltage after
writing a high level.
[0024] Since the channel region having a memory function is connected in parallel with the channel region of the
threshold voltage of approximately 1 V having no memory function, the threshold voltage after writing in the whole tran-
sistor does not exceed 1 V irrespective of the amount of electrons injected into the floating gate electrode. That is, the
threshold voltage after writing is determined by the control of the threshold voltage of the channel region having no
memory function under the control gate electrode instead of the amount of electrons injected into the floating gate elec-
trode.
[0025] However, the transistor structure disclosed in the JP-A-62 549 62 may be affected by mask alignment if used
in a plurality of basic blocks of non-volatile semiconductor each having a plurality of those transistors connected in
series.
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[0026] The JP-A-58 190069 discloses a non-volatile memory device comprising a semiconductor substrate, drain
and source regions formed at required intervals on said semiconductor substrate, a floating gate on the region sand-
wiched between said drain and source regions, at least one side thereof being formed within the width of each region
through an insulating layer so as to extend over the regions, and a control gate, or said floating gate, formed through an
insulating layer so as to extend over the regions in the region sandwiched between said drain and source regions,
wherein a thickness of an insulating corresponding portion between the control gate and the substrate at a portion
where only the control gate is present is made larger than a thickness of an insulating layer corresponding portion
between the floating gate and the substrate at a portion where said control gate and said floating gate are present.

[0027] Accordingly, although the width of the floating gate is smaller than that between source and drain, the pres-
ence of the transistor between source and drain where no floating gate is present, need not to be taken into account at
the time of readout, whereas at the time of writing all transistor between source and drain are turned on.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0028] It is an object of the present invention to provide a non-volatile semiconductor memory which has a high
operation speed, can collectively and uniformly erase all memory cells reliable, allows the use of a low-voltage during
data-writing, and is insensitive to all small displacement in mask alignment during the manufacturing process.
[0029] This object is achieved by a memory of the initially defined type having the characterizing features of claim 1.
[0030] Preferred embodiments are listed in the dependent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0031]

Fig. 1A is a plan view showing a pattern according to the background art;

Fig. 1B is a cross-section along line A-A' of Fig. 1A;

Fig. 1C is a cross-section along line B-B' of Fig. 1A;

Fig. 2 is an equivalent circuit for Fig. 1A;

Figs. 3A and 3B are views illustrating the erase/write operation of a floating gate transistor;

Fig. 4 shows the characteristic curves of the threshold voltage of a floating gate transistor in an erase state and in
a write state;

Fig. 5A is a plan view of a pattern showing a first embodiment leading to the present invention;

Fig. 5B is a cross-section along line A-A' of Fig. 5A;

Fig. 6 is an equivalent circuit for Fig. 5A;

Fig. 7 shows the characteristic curves of the threshold voltage for Fig. 5A;

Fig. 8 is a plan view of a pattern showing a first embodiment according to the present invention;

Fig. 9A is a diagram illustrating a cell current for Fig. 5A;

Fig. 9B is a diagram illustrating a cell current for Fig. 8;

Fig. 10 shows an embodiment modified from the first embodiment;

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0032] Figs. 5A and 5B shown the memory array of a NAND type EEPROM leading to the present invention,
wherein Fig. 5A is a plan view of the pattern, and Fig. 5B is a cross section along line A-A' of Fig. 5A. In Figs. 5A and
5B, similar constitutional elements to those shown in Figs. 1A to 5B are represented by using identical reference numer-
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als shown in Figs. 1A to 1C. The device shown Figs. 5A and 5B is applied with the same voltages shown in Table 1
(although a write voltage value is small and an erase voltage value is large) to perform erase, write and read operations.

[0033] The different point of the embodiment shown in Figs. 5A and 5B from the memory cell shown in Figs. 1A to
1C is that, as understood from Fig. 5 A in particular, each floating gate 16 is displaced left in the extending direction of
a control gate 17. With such displacement arrangement, each floating gate 16 covers not all the area of each memory
cell (32 to 39) but a partial area thereof. Consider the channel region of a memory cell (39) for example. At the partial
area of the channel region, the floating gate 16 overlaps the control gate 17 to form a floating gate transistor (39a),
whereas at the remaining area, only the control gate 17 is present to form an enhancement type transistor (39b). Each
memory cell is therefore constructed of a parallel connection of the above-described two types of transistors. The equiv-
alent circuit of each NAND basic block 10 shown in Fig. 5A is therefore represented as shown in Fig. 6.
[0034] Next, the operation of eight memory cells 32 to 29 each constructed of a parallel connection of the floating
gate transistor and enhancement type transistor as shown in Fig. 6, will be described with reference to the characteristic
curves shown in Fig. 7. The curve (b) shown in Fig. 7 indicates the characteristic of a memory cell in an erase state. In
the erase state, the threshold voltage of a floating transistor, e.g., transistor 32a shown in Fig. 6, is as high as about 5
V as shown by the curve (a) in Fig. 7. However, the threshold voltage of the enhancement type transistor 32b connected
in parallel with the transistor 32a is 1 V as seen from the curve (b). As a result, the characteristic of the enhancement
type transistor 32b becomes dominant as the characteristic of the memory cell 32, thus presenting the threshold voltage
of 1 V. Similarly, as the characteristic of the other memory cells 33 to 39, the enhancement type transistors 33b to 39b
become dominant.
[0035] The curve (c) shown in Fig. 7 represents the characteristic of a memory cell in a write state. In this case, the
threshold voltage becomes about -5 V. Namely, although the threshold voltage of an enhancement type transistor (e.g.,
32b) in the write state remains 1 V which is the same as the case of the erase state, the threshold voltage of a floating
gate transistor (e.g., 32a) becomes about -5 V. As a result, the characteristic of a floating gate transistor becomes dom-
inant as the characteristic of the memory cell, thereby presenting the threshold voltage of about -5 V.
[0036] In a memory cell constructed of a parallel connection of such two transistors, the threshold voltage in the
erase state is determined by the enhancement type transistor. It is easy to design and manufacture enhancement type
transistors having a threshold voltage of 1 V. In addition, the threshold voltage of floating gate transistors may take any
value larger than or equal to 1 V (at least larger than or equal to 0 V), so that if data are erased sufficiently while con-
sidering threshold voltage variation, a large cell current can flow to thereby realize a stable characteristic.
[0037] The erase, write and read operations of the NAND basic block is the same as that described with Table 1. It
is necessary for a conventional memory to set the threshold voltage within the range from 1 V to 3 V in the erase state.
Therefore, too high a voltage cannot be applied to the word line. For this reason, a relatively low voltage 15 V is applied
to slowly erase data and carefully move to a desired threshold voltage. In contrast, in the memory of this embodiment,
the threshold voltage in the erase state is determined by the enhancement type transistor so that it is not necessary to
consider to what degree the threshold voltage of the floating gate transistor moves in the erase state. A voltage higher
than convention, e.g. in the order of 17 V can therefore be applied to the word line to sufficiently erase data.
[0038] Furthermore, in writing data in a conventional memory, the threshold voltage of an erased memory cell rises
to about 5 V to that it is necessary to apply a high voltage 20 V to the control gate of a non-selected memory cell in
order to apply 15 V to the drain of a selected memory cell. In contrast, in the case of this embodiment, the threshold
voltage in the erase state is as low as 1 V, or about 2 V if the substrate effect is considered, so that a voltage about 17
V lower than conventionally applied, can be applied to the control gate of a non-selected memory cell in order to obtain
a voltage 15 V as conventionally obtained at the drain of a selected memory cell.
[0039] Fig. 8 is a plan view of the pattern according to the first embodiment according to this invention. In Fig. 8,
similar constitutional elements to those shown in Fig. 5A are represented by identical reference numerals. The different
point of the embodiment shown in Fig. 8 from that shown in Fig. 5A is that each floating gate 16 is displaced right or left
(in the extension direction of control gate 17) to be disposed in a so-called staggered arrangement. Namely, the posi-
tions of the floating gates 16 are alternately displaced for each word line and for each data line. With this arrangement,
a large margin of displacement in mask alignment during manufacturing processes can be obtained. This will be
explained while comparing with the case where the positions of the floating gates 16 are not displaced right or left as
shown in Fig. 5A. In Fig. 5A, all the floating gates 16 are displaced left as viewed in Fig. 5A from the state shown in Fig.
1A. Cells shown in Fig. 5A have a smaller margin of displacement in mask alignment during manufacturing processes.
For example, it is assumed that the floating gates 16 shown in Fig. 5A are displaced right because of mask displace-
ment at the time of forming the floating gates 16 during the manufacturing processes. In reading data from a cell of the
NAND structure, a selected word line is set to 0 V, and the other word lines are set, e.g., to 5 V, as seen from Table 1.
In such a case, if "0" has been written in the memory cell connected to the selected word line, this memory cell becomes
the on-state due to the threshold voltage of -5 V so that current flows through the cell group of the NAND structure. If
"1" has been written in the selected memory cell, this memory cell becomes the off-state due to its threshold voltage of
5 V so that current will not flow. That the on-current becomes minimum, i.e., the speed becomes worst, is caused when
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only the selected cell has the data "0" and the other seven sells have data "1". Specifically, in the equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 6, assuming that WL1 is being selected, the on-current is determined by the characteristics of the
enhancement type transistors 33b to 39b. This is because the transistor 32a in the on-state has a threshold voltage suf-
ficiently negative so that it allows a sufficient current to flow as compared to the transistors 33b to 39b . Accordingly,
assuming that the floating gates 16 displace to the right due to mask displacement, the enhancement type transistors
32b to 39b all allow a small current to flow as shown in Fig. 9A. If a memory is formed in such a manufacturing condition,
the speed is lowered and in some cases the manufactured memory becomes a faulty one.

[0040] In contrast, according to the embodiment shown in Fig. 8, there is a large margin of such mask displace-
ment. Specifically, assuming that the floating gates of the cells shown in Fig. 8 are displaced right as above, the equiv-
alent circuit thereof is as shown in Fig. 9B. For a certain data line, the current values of the enhancement type
transistors become small and large alternately for each word line, so that four cells of the eight NAND cells have a large
current and the remaining four cells have a small current. The total current becomes an average current thereof. In other
words, even with mask displacement, the current value does not become too small.
[0041] In the first embodiment, the floating gates are displaced alternately for each word line. It is not necessary to
use such an arrangement by all means. For example, as seen from the modified embodiment shown in Fig. 10, the dis-
placement direction of the floating gate may be changed collectively for word lines WL1 to WL4 and word lines WL5 to
WL8. By collectively displacing as above, the manufacturing technique becomes simple. It is also unnecessary that the
same number of floating gates be displaced for each direction.
[0042] In the above embodiments, the operation has been described with the definition that electrons are injected
on the floating gate for the erase operation, and electrons withdrawn therefrom for the write operation. However, the
operation may be described with the opposite definition that electrons are injected into the floating gate for the write
operation, and electrons are withdrawn therefrom for the erase operation. Furthermore, although all memory cells are
collectively erased in the above embodiments, they may be erased for each word line by selectively applying a voltage
to a word line during the erase operation. The invention is not limited tot he above embodiments, but various modifica-
tions may be possible which do not contradict the gist of this invention. For example, although the memory size
becomes large to some degree, an independent E type transistor is provided in parallel with a conventional floating gate
transistor, with the arrangement that the control gate is used commonly and the channel portion is separately formed.
Furthermore, although a floating type non-volatile memory has been described, the gist of the present invention is not
limited thereto, but a memory cell of a so-called MNOS (Metal-Nitride-Oxide-Semiconductor) type where electric
charges are charged at the trap level is also included in this invention.

Claims

1. A non-volatile semiconductor memory comprising:

- a plurality of basic blocks (10) each having a plurality of non-volatile memory cells (32 - 39) arranged and con-
nected in series;

- said memory cells (32 - 39) having a pair of source and drain regions (13,14,15) each formed on the surface
area of a semiconductor substrate (11) and sandwiching a channel region therebetween, a floating gate (16)
formed above said channel region and being capable of charging electric charges, and a control gate (17)
formed above said floating gate (16) and channel region;

- said floating gate (16) covering a portion of said channel region such that a floating gate transistor (39a) is
formed with said floating gate (16) and said control gate (17) being positioned above said channel region, and
an enhancement type transistor (39b) is formed with only said control gate (17) being positioned above said
channel region, said enhancement type transistor being located adjacent to the floating gate transistor in the
direction of extent of said control gate (17), and said floating gate transistor (39a) and said enhancement type
transistor (39b) being electrically connected in parallel with each other; and

- the threshold voltage of said floating gate transistor (39a) determines the characteristic of said memory cell in
either the erase or write state, whereas the threshold voltage of said enhancement type transistor (39b) deter-
mines the characteristic of said memory cell in the other of said states;
characterized in that

- for at least one of said memory cells (32 - 39) said floating gate (16) is displaced in the direction of extent of
said control gate (17) to partially cover said channel region from substantially the center of said channel region
to one of the boundaries of the channel region in the direction of extent of said control gate (17), and for at least
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another one of said memory cells (32 - 39), said floating gate (16) is displaced in the direction of extent of said
control gate (17) to partially cover said channel region from substantially the center of said channel region to
the other of the boundaries of the channel region in the direction of extent of said control gate (17).

2. A memory according to claim 1, wherein said plurality of memory cells (32 - 39) in said basic block (10) are divided
into a plurality of cell groups each comprising an optional number of memory cells (32 - 39), the floating gates (16)
of memory cells (32 - 39) belonging to the same cell group are displaced in the same direction, and ones of the cell
groups of said plurality of cell groups are displaced in the direction opposite to that of the other of the cell groups
of said plurality of cell groups.

3. A memory according to claim 2, wherein said optional number is one.

4. A memory according to claim 2, wherein said optional number is two or more.

5. A method of operating a memory according to anyone of the preceding claims, comprising the steps of making said
pair of source (13) and drain (14) regions of the basic block (10) and/or said substrate (11) higher in potential than
that of said control gate (17) of each of said memory cells (32 - 39), so that electrons in said floating gate (16) are
discharged into said source (13) and drain (14) regions of the basic block (10) and/or said substrate (11);

making said control gate higher in potential than said pair of source (13) and drain (14) regions of the basic
block (10) and/or said substrate (11), so that electrons form said source (13) and drain (14) regions of the basic
block (10) and/or said substrate (11) are injected to said floating gate (16).

Patentansprüche

1. Nichtflüchtiger Halbleiterspeicher, der folgendes aufweist:

- eine Vielzahl von Grundblöcken (10), die jeweils eine Vielzahl von nichtflüchtigen Speicherzellen (32 - 39)
haben, die in Reihe angeordnet und geschaltet sind;

- wobei die Speicherzellen (32 - 39) ein Paar von Source- und Drainbereichen (13, 14, 15) haben, die jeweils auf
dem Oberflächenbereich eines Halbleitersubstrats (11) ausgebildet sind und in Sandwich-Bauweise mit einem
Kanalbereich dazwischen angeordnet sind, ein schwebendes Gate (16), das über dem Kanalbereich ausgebil-
det ist und elektrische Ladungen laden kann, und ein Steuergate (17), das über dem schwebenden Gate (16)
und dem Kanalbereich ausgebildet ist;

- wobei das schwebende Gate (16) einen Teil des Kanalbereichs derart bedeckt, daß ein Transistor mit schwe-
bendem Gate (39a) ausgebildet wird, wobei das schwebende Gate (16) und das Steuergate (17) über dem
Kanalbereich positioniert sind, und ein Anreicherungstyp-Transistor (39b) ausgebildet wird, wobei nur das
Steuergate (17) über dem Kanalbereich positioniert ist, wobei der Anreicherungstyp-Transistor benachbart
zum Transistor mit schwebendem Gate in der Richtung der Ausdehnung des Steuergates (17) angeordnet ist,
und wobei der Transistor mit schwebendem Gate (39a) und der Anreicherungstyp-Transistor (39b) zueinander
elektrisch parallelgeschaltet sind; und

- die Schwellenspannung des Transistors mit schwebendem Gate (39a) die Kennlinie der Speicherzelle entwe-
der im Lösch- oder im Schreibzustand bestimmt, wohingegen die Schwellenspannung des Anreicherungstyp-
Transistors (39b) die Kennlinie der Speicherzelle im anderen der Zustände bestimmt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß

- für wenigstens eine der Speicherzellen (32 - 39) das schwebende Gate (16) in der Richtung der Ausdehnung
des Steuergates (17) versetzt ist, um den Kanalbereich von im wesentlichen dem Zentrum des Kanalbereichs
bis zu einer der Grenzen des Kanalbereichs in der Richtung des Ausmaßes des Steuergates (17) zu bedek-
ken, und für wenigstens eine andere der Speicherzellen (32 - 39) das schwebende Gate (16) in der Richtung
eine Ausmaßes des Steuergates (17) versetzt ist, um den Kanalbereich von im wesentlichen dem Zentrum des
Kanalbereichs bis zur anderen der Grenzen des Kanalbereichs in der Richtung des Ausmaßes des Steuerga-
tes (17) zu bedecken.

2. Speicher nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Vielzahl von Speicherzellen (32 - 39) im Grundblock (10) in eine Vielzahl von
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Zellengruppen unterteilt sind, wobei jede eine optionale Anzahl von Speicherzellen (32 - 39) aufweist, die schwe-
benden Gates (16) von Speicherzellen (32 - 39), die zur selben Zellengruppe gehören, in derselben Richtung ver-
setzt sind, und einige der Zellengruppen der Vielzahl von Zellengruppen in der Richtung entgegengesetzt zu
derjenigen der anderen der Zellengruppen der Vielzahl von Zellengruppen versetzt sind.

3. Speicher nach Anspruch 2, wobei die optionale Anzahl Eins ist.

4. Speicher nach Anspruch 2, wobei die optionale Anzahl Zwei oder größer ist.

5. Verfahren zum Betreiben eines Speichers nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, das folgende Schritte auf-
weist: Veranlassen, daß das Paar von Source-(13)- und Drain-(14)-Bereichen des Grundblocks (10) und/oder das
Substrat (11) in bezug auf ein Potential höher als dasjenige des Steuergates (17) jeder der Speicherzellen (32 - 39)
ist, so daß Elektronen im schwebenden Gate (16) in die Source-(13)- und Drain-(14)-Bereiche des Grundblocks
(10) und/oder das Substrat (11) entladen werden;

Veranlassen, daß das Steuergate in bezug auf das Potential höher als das Paar von Source-(13)- und Drain-
(14)-Bereichen des Grundblocks (10) und/oder das Substrat (11) ist, so daß Elektronen von den Source-(13)-
und Drain-(14)-Bereichen des Grundblocks (10) und/oder dem Substrat (11) zum schwebenden Gate (16) inji-
ziert werden.

Revendications

1. Mémoire rémanente à semi-conducteur comprenant :

- une pluralité de blocs (10) de base ayant chacun une pluralité de cellules de mémoire (32-39) rémanente
agencées et connectées en série ;

- lesdites cellules de mémoire (32-39) ayant une paire de régions (13, 14, 15) de source et de drain chacune
formée sur la superficie d'un substrat (11) semi-conducteur et entre lesquelles sont intercalées une région de
canal, une grille (16) flottante formée au-dessus de ladite région de canal et capable de charger des charges
électriques, et une grille (17) de commande formée au-dessus de ladite grille (16) flottante et de ladite région
de canal ;

- ladite grille (16) flottante recouvrant une partie de ladite région de canal de façon qu'un transistor (39a) à grille
flottante soit formé de telle manière que ladite grille (16) flottante et ladite grille (17) de commande soient dis-
posées au-dessus de ladite région de canal, et qu'un transistor (39b) du type à enrichissement soit formé de
telle manière que seule ladite grille (17) de commande soit disposée au-dessus de ladite région de canal, ledit
transistor du type à enrichissement étant placé de façon adjacente au transistor à grille flottante dans la direc-
tion de l'étendue de ladite grille (17) de commande et ledit transistor (39a) à grille flottante et ledit transistor
(39b) du type à enrichissement étant électriquement connectés l'un à l'autre en parallèle ; et

- la tension de seuil dudit transistor (39a) à grille flottante détermine la caractéristique de ladite cellule de
mémoire dans l'un ou l'autre des états d'effacement ou d'écriture, tandis que la tension de seuil dudit transistor
(39b) du type à enrichissement détermine la caractéristique de ladite cellule de mémoire dans l'autre desdits
états ;
caractérisé en ce que

- pour au moins l'une desdites cellules de mémoire (32 - 39), ladite grille (16) flottante est déplacée dans la
direction de l'étendue de ladite grille (17) de commande afin de recouvrir partiellement ladite région de canal
sensiblement du centre de ladite région de canal à l'une des frontières de la région de canal dans la direction
de l'étendue de ladite grille (17) de commande, et en ce que pour au moins une autre desdites cellules de
mémoire (32 - 39), ladite grille (16) flottante est déplacée dans la direction de l'étendue de ladite grille (17) de
commande pour recouvrir partiellement ladite région de canal sensiblement du centre de ladite région de canal
à l'autre des frontières de la région de canal dans la direction de l'étendue de ladite grille (17) de commande.

2. Mémoire selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ladite pluralité de cellules de mémoire (32 - 39) dans ledit bloc (10)
de base sont divisées en une pluralité de groupes de cellules comprenant chacun un nombre choisi de cellules de
mémoire (32 - 39), les grilles (16) flottantes de cellules de mémoire (32 - 39) appartenant au même groupe de cel-
lules sont déplacées dans la même direction, et certains des groupes de cellules de ladite pluralité de groupes de
cellules sont déplacés dans une direction opposée à celle de l'autre des groupes de cellules de ladite pluralité de
groupes de cellules.
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3. Mémoire selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle ledit nombre choisi est égal à un.

4. Mémoire selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle ledit nombre choisi est égal à deux ou plus.

5. Procédé de mise en fonctionnement d'une mémoire selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, com-
prenant les étapes de mise de ladite paire de régions de source (13) et de drain (14) du bloc (10) de base et/ou
dudit substrat (11) à un potentiel plus élevé que celui de ladite grille (17) de commande de chacune desdites cel-
lules de mémoire (32 - 39), de façon que des électrons se trouvant dans ladite grille flottante (16) soient déchargés
dans lesdites régions de source (13) et de drain (14) du bloc de base et/ou dudit substrat (11) ;

de mise de ladite grille de commande a un potentiel plus élevé que celui de ladite paire de régions de source
(13) et de drain (14) du bloc (10) de base et/ou dudit substrat (11) de façon que des électrons provenant des-
dites régions de source (13) et de drain (14) du bloc (10) de base et/ou dudit substrat (11) soient injectés dans
ladite grille (16) flottante.
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